Relativistic electrons propagating through crystal axial or planar channels may occupy bound energy states in the transverse direction. Spontaneous transitions between these discrete, energy eigenstates give rise to narrow-width electromagnetic radiation that is strongly peaked in the forward direction. ' '4 The x-ray spectrum observed has consistently displayed a relatively simple structure to which a quantum mechanical analysis is well suited. Spectral linewidths due to lattice vibrations have been treated through a quantal, sudden-collision approximation' or by considering the imaginary part of an optical potential. ' These studies have taken into account thermal scattering by uncorrelated individual atoms in order to explain the experimental observations of the linewidths.
In planar channeling, satisfactory agreement has been obtained in cases where the vibrations of different atoms are uncorrelated. 4 For axial channeling or for planar channeling close to a major crystal axis in the plane, the correlation of thermal scattering from neighboring atoms can be particularly important and must be included in the analysis of linewidths. ' , where H, =Hf+ VT(r), H, " = V(r, t) -VT(r), Hf is the free-particle Hamiltonian, and the channeling potential is VT(r) = (( V(r, t))), . The double angular brackets denote an ensemble average over Ut and the subscript z denotes an average over the z dependence.
In case of planar channeling Vr(r)
VT(x) after averaging also over the y dependence. As considered by Andersen et al. , 4 H, ' can be approximated as
In a representation where H, to~i s diagonal, and for the lower bound levels, the matrix Hamiltonian simply becomes HI 6 5, "-tA, J, where 6'~5~H J A Q J = 5 V)J, 5 VJ = (i'(5 V~j ), the transverse subscript is dropped, and zero superscripts indicate laboratoryframe quantities.
For planar channeling e, o includes the free states with different y momenta. Noting that ((A, J) ) =0, we next introduce a spatial correlation along the z direction in the laboratory frame at a given time, " ((0 (z') 
If we iterate and perform an ensemble average Eq. (1) becomes
where Qij~kt=y ((5 V~A &qt) )/t,~~= L~/c, L~= L~//y, and For electron channeling the transition frequencies dp, J (t)/ct (6) where overbars denote Doppler-corrected frequencies in the laboratory frame, and zero superscripts again indicate laboratory-frame quantities. The sums in Eqs.
(5) and (6) (5) and (6) the completeness of the continuum set of y-motion wave functions to obtain for the photon shifts and widths the same form. However, the matrix elements in Eqs. (5) and (6) 
